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The Athena Project  
The Athena Project grew from experiences in the military where reports written did not 
translate to reports read, let alone lessons learned. The Athena Project has a unique ability to:  
• Collect and signify narrative stories of a human (complex) system at scale  
• Reduce the cognitive bias in human system mapping through AI tools  
• Identify the emerging trends and risks associated with a given human system. 
 
The tools used to accomplish this enable key decision makers within organizations to 
understand complex environments. The Athena Project’s dynamic capacity and capability 
provide the space and insights for better decisions about critical strategic and operational 
outcomes. 
 
Private Cloud Technologies Include Edge Compute Solutions  
Awnix provides an "Emporium of Compute Products and Services" including but not limited to 
centralized private cloud base on OpenStack and/or K8s. Awnix also is offering edge compute 
products and services that are designed to enable emerging markets like 5G and grow existing 
markets like IoT. Simply put Awnix works with a range of Telco and Gov clients to produce 
comprehensive cloud solutions with heavy focus on security and innovation. 
 
Handheld, 105+ Language Translation Device  
AVAILABILITY, ACCURACY AND TRUST in a translator (whether human or machine) is a critical 
factor when conversing with foreign nationals. The problem though, there has NEVER been, nor 
will there EVER be, enough linguists, at all the places, at all the times, that operationally a 
linguist is critically needed. In this world of “flex” operations, Teams can find themselves in one 
geographic location today speaking Arabic and then tomorrow a mere 10 km’s away speaking a 
dialect of French. TRANSL8-LITE provides a handheld device capable of ACCURATELY translating 
105 languages and dialects, utilizing our patented Global Awareness (GA) Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) platform with an output for translated audio streams in both native voice and in native text 
format. 
 
Advanced Cyber-Threat Detection and Analysis  
Anneal Initiative’s cyber-intelligence methodologies facilitate high-impact computer network 
defense. Anneal’s automated processes deep data-mine classified threat indicators and make 
secure large-scale correlations with network data. This detects & identifies sophisticated 
threats targeting networks months or years earlier than other methods. Anneal’s collaborative 
intelligence analysis processes combine threat knowledge (intent & TTPs) with network 
vulnerability & consequence knowledge to build targeted risk analysis & cybersecurity 
strategies. 



 
Borsetta’s Patent-Pending Technology Connects Physical Assets to our AI Asset Management 
Platform to Secure Real-time Information and Process Intelligent Actions via a Trustworthy 
Edge Network  
Today the collection, processing, and dissemination of data across all domains is overly 
burdensome and slow. In order to win tomorrow every asset must be trusted to connect, share, 
filter and learn in real time. So, how do we bridge the gaps between disparate assets and 
networks across all domains? Borsetta’s mission is to secure a hyperconnected world with trust, 
where every asset, device or object has the capability to self-authenticate, transact, sense its 
environment, transmit secure real-time information and process intelligent actions via a 
trustworthy edge network. 
 
 


